Terraplas - the turf protection
products of choice for European
Championship host venues in Ukraine
When Poland & Ukraine won the rights to host UEFA’s Euro 2012 championship, the process of
redeveloping their Stadiums and Arenas began in earnest. The development costs involved, plus
the need to consider the legacy that will remain after the event, demanded serious evaluation of
the ongoing budget required to sustain the venues.
Hosting concerts, religious events, large celebrations &
other non-sporting events has become a vital element of
revenue generation for Stadiums and Arenas Worldwide.
The condition of the pitch following such an event, can
however impact very heavily on the resulting cost, if the
grass is not adequately protected.

In February 2011, after much research & evaluation of all
the available protection systems, Stadion Shakhtar made
the decision to purchase a terratile® system for the Donbass
Arena & took delivery of just over 8,000m² in time for their
75th Anniversary Celebrations.
Having seen first-hand
the phenomenal success of terratile® at Donbass Arena, Kiev’s
NSC Olimpiyskiy and Lviv Stadiums arrived at the same
conclusion and selected a combination of terratile® with
terratrak plus® for their turf protection & temporary driveable
roadway needs.
All 3 stadiums made money from large scale concerts and
other events, even before the football started, and have
continued to do so very successfully since!

Definitely a
Blueprint for
future
prestigious
tournaments—
Worldwide!

ONLY MADE POSSIBLE BY TERRAPLAS!

terratile®
Mid Range Pedestrian
terratile® offers tremendous value. Like all other Terraplas systems it allows the passage of light and air
which creates a moist atmosphere under the tile, without any noticeable build up of heat – essential
elements for keeping natural grass healthy and green.

It is also designed to prevent rubbish and liquids
from passing through to the turf - whether natural
or artificial.
terratile® is very quick and easy to lay without
any specialised equipment, it comes from the
factory pinned in blocks of four, measuring 2m x
2m

For Very Heavy Vehicles

terratrak plus®

The underside of terratile® incorporates radiussed
webbing - designed for maximum strength whilst
minimising any ‘cutting’ of the turf below.

terratrak plus® is the culmination of
over 20 years of experience in the
temporary roadway and flooring
industries.
terraplasplc have used the latest
computer aided design and testing
to create a product that meets the
challenges and requirements of the
Event Industry.

terratrak plus® is designed to take the weight and stresses exerted by forklifts and 100 ton cranes as
used in the outdoor concert business. terratrak plus® is light enough to be put in position by hand and
with its overlapping design and unique locking system it creates a continuous surface free from gaps
and other potential trip hazards.
It is manufactured in virgin, translucent, high density polyethylene that allows the grass to carry on
growing - which will keep the groundstaff happy!
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